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Artikel info:-

	One day Jasper cleaned his old car on a sunny afternoon. He
turned the music very loud, so that he doesn&#39;t get bored.
The subwoofer of his old Volkswagen is doing his job totally
well. But not everyone enjoys that like Jasper. Bubu is
repairing his motorcycle a few meters away in another
garage. He implored Jasper to the music a little lower, but
Jasper just started provocating him. Bubu didn&#39;t accept
the reaction of the little boy. The boys decided to to resolve
the this incident in a hand-to-head combat. Jasper is still
provocating the youngster Bubu, because in his opinion Bubu
is still a beginner who is easy to beat. Bet then it seemed like
Jasper was totally wrong, because he transformed into the toy
of Bubu. He was always able to put him into a Headlock,
combined with Armlocks oder Armbars and Jasper was
unable to get free from this hard graps. Jasper got tortured for
minutes by this graps. You can litarelly feel the pain of him.
But could it get worse? Yes, because Bubu added
Legscissors to his assortment. Now it&#39;s going to get
serios. You&#39;re able to notice, that Bubu wants to beat up
the poor Jasper. Jasper&#39;s benefits are his agility and his
endurance. With the power of this virtues, he surprised Bubu.
Every once in a while he was able to bring his enemy under
control, but it&#39;s too hard to stay the leader of the fight,
because of the enormous power of Bubu. Furthermore Bubu
used nasty tricks, like a kick into Jasper&#39;s balls or hard
punches to get back on the lead. Than Bubu performed
another Headlock, which was the end for Jasper. He had to
give up, because he was running out of oxygen, which
involved the end of the hard torture. But Bubu was not in the
same opinion. Jasper had to suffer the consequences of his
big mouth. He offended him like every trick in the book.
Jasper told us later that he wants to have a revange. He starts
training for the next three month and wants to pay this blame
back to Bubu. We&#39;re excited.

Play length approx - 45 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]
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Options Garage of Torture :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Wednesday 30 July, 2014
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